**REPORT COLUMN** | **DESCRIPTION**  
--- | ---  
**CALCULATION**  
Trading Date | Specific day for which the settlement(s) is calculated.  
Location ID | Numerical identifier of the Reliability Region for which the customer was charged for Real-Time NCPC LSCPR in the Real-Time NCPC settlement.  
Location Name | Name of the location corresponding to the Location ID.  
Customer Dollars | The amount charged for Real-Time NCPC LSCPR in the Real-Time NCPC settlement for the reliability region.  
Comments | This column will contain “Refund for Real-Time LSCPR Charges”.  
**ALLOCATION**  
Trading Date | Specific day for which the settlement is calculated.  
Location ID | Numerical identifier of the Reliability Region for which the customer is being charged for Real-Time NCPC LSCPR.  
Location Name | Name of the location corresponding to the Location ID.  
Allocation Description | This column will contain “Daily RTLO per Reliability Region”.  
Total Allocation Factor | Total RTLO for the Reliability Region for the day.  
Customer Allocation Factor | Customer’s Real-Time Load Obligation for the Reliability Region per Appendix F excluding Real-Time Load Obligation associated with Postured Dispatchable Asset Related Demand Resource (pumps only) per Appendix F and including Real-Time Load Obligation associated with Capacity Export Through Import Constrained Zone Transactions or FCA Cleared Export Transactions per Appendix F.  
Total Dollars | Total dollars to be allocated for Real-Time NCPC LSCPR charges for the reliability region for the day.  
Customer Dollars | Total Dollars x Customer Allocation Factor / Total Allocation Factor  
Comments | This column will contain “Real-Time LSCPR Commitments”.  

**SS_RTNCPCLSCPRMRR – NCPC – Real-Time Multiple Reliability Region LSCPR Charge Allocation – RETIRED**  
SS_RTNCPCLSCPRMRR_<customer id>_<settlement date>_<version>.CSV  
Date: mm/dd/yyyy and Version: mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss GMT  
Availability: Determined by associated market service  

**SS_RTNCPCLSCPRMRR Change Summary**  
| Effective Date |  
|---|---  
Retired. This report will be issued for any settlement or resettlements of days through and including operating day December 2, 2014. | 12.03.2014  
New. The first version of this report will be posted on January 4, 2012 for Operating Day January 1, 2012 only if multiple Reliability Regions are flagged for LSCPR (Local Second Contingency Protection Resource) on that day; otherwise the report will be posted accordingly when the next operating day triggers this flagging. | 01.01.2012